Membership of Department Board for the Department of Political Science for the Academic Year 2020-21

Chairman: Head of the Department
Prof. Pang-kwong Li

Members: All full-time members of the teaching staff of the Department at the rank of Assistant Lecturer or higher
Prof. Che-po Chan
Prof. Pok Chu, Marcus
Prof. Chien-peng Chung
Prof. Shalendra Sharma
Prof. Wai-keung Tam
Prof. Baohui Zhang
Prof. Dong Zhang

Two elected student representatives
Ms. Wing-tung Kwan (Yr. 2)
Mr. Pak-yin Wong, Marcus (Yr. 3)

Secretary: To be elected from among its members (To be advised)

Observer: One research postgraduate student (if any) elected from among themselves
Ms. Cheuk-ling Pong, Cheri (Yr. 1, MPhil)

[Note: The Dean concerned should receive the agenda papers and minutes of the Department Board.]